The Embedded System Block (ESB) of the APEX E programmable logic device family from Altera Corporation includes the capability of implementing content addressable memory (CAM) as well as product term macrocells, ROM, and dual port RAM. In CAM mode each ESB can implement a 32 word CAM with 32 bits per word. In product term mode, each ESB has 16 macrocells built out of 32 product terms with 32 literal inputs. The ability to reconfigure memory blocks in this way represents a new and innovative use of resources in a programmable logic device, requiring creative solutions in both the hardware and software domains. The architecture and features of this Embedded System Block are described.
INTRODUCTION
The Embedded System Block (ESB) of the APEX E family of programmable logic devices from Altera Corporation has evolved from the FLEXIOK and FLEX10KE Embedded Array Blocks (EAB) [1] . The Embedded Array Block of the FLEX10K is a highly configurable block of RAM that can also be initialized at configuration time to be a ROM block. The block contains 2048 bits that can be configured into RAMs or ROMs of the following sizes: 2048 x 1, 1024 x2, 512 x4, 256 x8. In the FLEX10KE family the EAB has been changed to 4096 bits of dual port RAM with the following configurations: 2048 x 2, 1024 x 4, 512 x 8 and 256 x 16.
In the APEX E family of programmable logic devices, the EAB has been renamed to Embedded System Block because of the additional functionality of CAM mode and product term mode. As a ROM/RAM block, the ESB consists of 2048 bits of dual port memory that can be configured as 2048 x 1, 1024 x 2, 512 x 4, 256 x 8 and 128 x 16. For an overview of the APEX E device family, see the Altera web-site [2] or the APEX E data-sheets [3] .
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted ~4thout fee provided that copies are not made or distributed tbr profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice mtd the fu)l citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Stmsfield and Page [4] previously discussed combining programmable logic dR, ices with CAMs. They proposed a programmable logic device architecture based on logic blocks configurable as any of a 16-bit CAM, 16-bit RAM or a 4-input lookup-table. This architecture also allows for multiple CAM cells to be stitched into a PLA (i.e. product terms).
The CAM mode of an APEX E ESB block has a much greater capability than 16-bit CAMs previously proposed [5] [6] . In particular the ESB can directly implement a 32-word CAM with 32 bits per word (see section 4 for definitions and an overview). This CAM mode includes and uses the product term mode of ESB operation. Basically each word of the CAM is implemented in one product term of the FESB. Before we get into a full discussion of how the CAM mode operates and is implemented, we will first describe the product term mode of the ESB.
In product term mode the APEX E ESB caa be configured to implement a macrocell similar to the macrocells in the MAX7000 family of CPLDs [7] . A MAX7000 macrocell uses product terms that can be ORed or XORed together to implement logic functions. In particular, the APEX E ESB can be configured to implement up to 16-product term macrocells with 2 product terms each at one extreme, or 1 product term macrocell with 32 product terms at the other extreme. The level of flexibility allowed is that anywhere between 1 and 16 output product term macrocells can be implemented as long as that the total number of product terms does not exceed 32. There are 32 literal inputs available in "true" and "complement" form for all of the product terms in an ESB.
PRODUCT TERM MODE
The CAM mode of the APEX E ESB is a superset of its productterm mode. This section reviews the product-term mode of the ESB.
The 10K EAB has 204g bits of RAM organized as 64 rows and 32 columns. This same organization has beea carried over to the APEX E ESB. To imploateat product term mode for the APEX E ESB, the RAM cell has been modified, some additional circuitry has been added to the row address decoders and the MAX7000 type of macroedl logic has boca added to the RAM output block. The modification to the RAM cell was to add a pass gate so that the column bit line will only be pulled low when the call is programmed to contain a 'T' value -the bit line will never be pulled high by a RAM call. Tiffs change is shown in Figure 1 make this cell modification work, at the end of the column bit line, instead of a simple buffer, a sense amplifier with a pull-up resistor is used to determine if any of the RAM ceils are pulling the column bit line low. Thus if no cells are pulling low, the output will be "1", but if any cell or calls are pulling low, the output will be "0" -thus implementing a logical NOR, which by deMorgan's inversion is equivalent to an AND gate.
A simplified overall block diagram for a APEX E ESB when it is in the RAM or ROM mode of operation is shown in Figure 2 . In this figure there are 16 bits of data that can be written into the RAM (DI15..0), 1I bits of write address (WA10..0), 11 bits of read address (RA10..0), a write enable signal (WE) and the data that is output from the RAM (DO15..0). In addition to the connections shown, the read and write column decode blocks need to know the mode of the ESB to correctly enable the 32 column lines used for reading and writing data. The ESB mode will be one of 2048 x 1, 1024 x 2, 512 x 4, 256 x 8 or 128 x 16.
The APEX E ESB can also optionally have the inputs and outputs registered. These registers and the associated clocks and other control signals are not shown in Figure 2 .
However, when the APEX E ESB is put into product term mode, the simplified block diagram is shown in Figure 3 . In this mode the input to the block are the 32 product term literals labded as D31..0. These 32 data input signals will actually reuse some of the signals that are the inputs the ESB when it is in RAM mode.
In particular, the 16 bit data input bus, the 11 bit read address bus and the low order 5 bits of the write address bus will be used as the 32 literal input signals for the ESB in product term mode. The outputs from the RAM block will be the 32 signals labeled as "column bit read" which are then the inputs to the sense amps and macrocells. Figure 4 shows the macrocell logic for the APEX E ESB. Since there are 16 output drivers available for the ESB block when it is in RAM mode and since there were 32 product terms available it has been an easy decision to create 16 macrocells with 2 product terms per macrocell. The APEX E ESB macrocell is very similar to the MAX7000 macrocell except that there are only 2 product terms instead of the 5 product terms per macrocell with MAX7000. Another difference is that the clock and other secondary signals for the flip-flop of the macrocell are selected from an ESB wide set of signals, which is similar to the way that the secondary signals for flip-flops in the regular 4-LUT LABs are selected. In particular the ESB has 2 docks and 2 clears and each flip-flop can independently choose from those docks and deam. Of course each m~crocdl can also choose to bypass the register and instead output a combinatorial signal.
The product term selection matrix allows each macrocell to use anywhere from 2 to 32 product terms. When the 3rd through 32nd product terms are used, they will be borrowed from the other macrocells in the ESB and are called parallel expanders. The ESB does not implement the shared logic expander capability that is available in the MAX7000 devices. As a substitute for this shared logic expander feature, one of the product terms in each macrocell can be inverted. This allows a logic function, where some number of the product terms consist of single litemls, to have all of these single literal product terms implemcated in just one inverted product term.
CONTENT ADDRESSABLE MEMORY MODE 3.1 Background
Before we get into a discussion of the ESB implementation of content addressable memories (CAMs), we will first describe what a CAM is in general. For an ordinary RAM memory, a DATA word is stored at an ADDRESS during a write cycle. During a read cycle, when that ADDRESS is again presented to the RAM aad the DATA word that was stored is retrieved. A CAM is usually described as a kind of inverted memory because in the CAM read cycle the DATA word is input to the CAM, and the CAM then outputs the ADDRESS where that data is stored.
When described in these tettr~, it may not be dear why a CAM is any different than a RAM. After all, the labels of ADDRESS and DATA are somewhat arbitrary and if the labels are simply reversed, then a CAM sounds exactly like a RAM. For example, if it is guaranteed that there is a one-to-one relationship of DATA and ADDRESS (i.e. the same data is not "stored" in multiple addresses), then a CAM can be emulated by a RAM where the number of address bits is equal to the number of bits in"DATA" and the word size is the number of bits of"ADDRESS". Then when the RAM is presented with the "DATA" bits on the RAM address bus, the RAM (emulating a CAM) would be able to output the "ADDRESS" on the RAM output bus. The problem with this concept is that the number of bits in the"DATA" word may be large, and thus this implementation may require a huge equivalent RAM. As an example, let's consider a CAM where there are 32 words with 32 bits per word. This would mean that "DATA" is a 32 bit quantity, but there are only 5 bits of "ADDRESS". To implement this CAM in an ordinary RAM we would require 2^32 (= 4,294,967,296) 5-bit words of RAM. However, in this example, only 32 of the 2^32 words would contain the "ADDRESS" (5 bit) contents. In fact a CAM of that size can be implemented in one APEX E ESB using only the 2048 bits of RAM in the ESB. Thus in a sense CAMs allow a very large very sparse RAM to be implemented efficiently.
However, CAMs can be even more effective than just a very large sparse RAM. This is because when the "DATA" is stored in the CAM, some of the bits of the data can be specified as being don't care bits. We can extend the example used above by assuming that, for example, 10 bits of the 32 bit"DATA" quantity that are specified as don't care bits. Then when the "DATA","ADDRESS" pair is written in to the sparse RAM, the "ADDRESS" word would actually have to be written into 2^10 = 1024 different locations to account for these 10 don't care bits in "DATA". Thus a write cycle of this "DATA" and "ADDRESS" would require 1024 RAM writes to implement these don't care bits and would thus be very slow.
Read Implementation
With the addition of a 32-to-5 enceoder in the output block, the APEX E ESB in product term mode can implement a 32 word CAM with a 32-bit "DATA" word. The output of the ESB will be a 5-bit "ADDRESS" to indicate which product term is true, and a one-bit "Match" flag to indicate if any product term is true. This mode of operation for the CAM assumes that there will only be a single match -i.e. at most a single product term wilt be true for whatever data is input. The use of a product term to recognize the "DATA" word allows some of the bits in each word to be dan 32~column write 
implements a read-only CAM and is shown in Figure 5 . Notice the similarity to Figure 3 , the only diff~enee being in the change to the output block from macrocells to an encoder.
So we now have a Read-Only CAM implementation by just adding the encoding logic to the ESB product term mode. If we can now figure out how to write to the product term RAM bits, we will have a complete Read-Write CAM.
Write Implementation
The first idea explored for writing to the product terra mode RAM bits would be to use the normal RAM mode write circuitry. However there are a couple of problems with this approach. First of, depending on the RAM configuration chosen, we will write 1, 2, 4, 8 or 16 bits at the same time. However when multiple bits are being written simultaaeously, they are be written to multiple columns of the RAM bit array. Unfortunately a product terms bits are all in a single column of the array. Thus the only way to write a column of bits with any of the normal RAM mode would be to write the data in the 1 bit mode. Since there are 64 bits in a column for a single product term, this will require 64 write cycles per CAM word written-not a very efficient way to write a word. The other problem with this approach is that the total number of signals required will be more than the total number of signals we planned to be available to an ESB. For example, to write a bit in the 2048 by 1 mode requires the following: 1 signal for the data, 11 signal for the address and 1 write enable signal. The.,~ 13 signals plus the 32 signals needed for the read mode exceeded the planned number of signals that would be available in an ESB. We could still make this work by reusing some of the read mode signals for the write mode, but it wonld have added complications to the logic outside the ESB. It would also have been challenging to make sure that the 64 bits of data were being written into the correct RAM bits that would depend on exactly how the 32 bits of data were routed into the ESB.
The method we used for implementingthe CAM write mode is much more elegent and efficient than this first idea. The basic requirement is to write as many bits as possible in a single column in order to make the CAM write mode as fast as possible. Now the normal row decoder that generates the 64 "row write" signals (see Figures 1 and 2 ) will only allow one of the 64 signals to be true at the same time. So to write more than one bit at a time we need to enable multiple row write signals to be true at the same time. The solution has been to use the true and complement values of the 32 literals (D31..0 of Figures 3 or 5 ) that are used during the CAM read mode to control the CAM write mode. We do this by connecting (through some gates) the row read signals to the row write signals. The extra logic enables us to invert all the signals or to force all 64 of the row write signals to"0" when we are not writing. Since 32 of the 64 row read, and now row write signals, are true at any given time, we will be writing to exactly 32 bits at a time in the column where writing is enabled.
The final solution that has been adopted for the CAM read/write mode is shown in Figure 6 . The additional logic that has been added to Figure 6 (compared to Figures 2, 3 or 5) is the additional signal InvD, the XOR and AND gates that are used to feed the 64 "row read" lines onto the 64 "row write" lines. The block labeled "Column Decode & Write LogiC' is the same as the corresponding block in Figure 2 , except that it is always in the xl write mode. That is why there is only a single data input bit (DI0) to this block shown in Figure 6 -because we are only writing one column at a time. Remember that we will be writing data into multiple bits (32) in the chosen column (specified by the 5 bits labeled WAI0..6 and the value of this DI0 bit will determine whether we are writing a"l" or a "0" to those multiple RAM bits. Thus in general, to write an entire column will require at least two write cycles-one to write the"l" bits and another cycle to write the "0" bits. (We will show later that a third cycle may be required when "DATA" words with don't care bits are to be written).
To explain how this wo~s, lefs first review the details of how product terms work.
3.1 How Product Terms Work
During read mode each of the 32 input literals (D31..0) are presented in both the "true" and "complement" form on the 64 "row read" lines of the RAM block. Thus there are two RAM bits that will affect how a given litexal input influences the output of the product tenn. Calling these two bits the"true RAM bif' and the "complement RAM bit" the following table shows the effect on the product term output given the literal input:
Literal Value 
2 Writing Data without Don't Cares
So, for now if we consider the case where there are no "don't care bits", we need to either write "1, 0" or "0, 1" in the "true, complement" RAM bit locations for a given literal. "Ihe pattern written ("0, 1" or "1, 0") would depend on whether we want to recognize a literal value of"0" or "1" respectively. Thus the 64 bits of a product term column for which all 32 bits of the literal contribute to the output will have exactly 32 "1" bits and 32 "0" bits in that column. The waveforms for the signals DI0, InvD and WE arc shown in Figure 7 . The basic idea is that while InvD and DI0 is "0", WE is pulsed so that a"0" value is written to: * all "true RAM bitg' for all literals where the literal value is "1", and * all "complement RAM bits" for all literals where the literal value is "0".
Then in the second cycle, InvD is set to "1" while DI0 is set to 'T' so that the "1" values are written to • all "complement RAM bits" for all llterals where the literal value is "1", and
• all "true RAM bird' for all literals where the literal value is Note that in the second cycle a "1" bit value is written in the opposite set of RAM bits compared to the set of bits that were written as a "0" value in the first cycle. Thus at the end of these two memory write cycles, the "true" and "complement" bits for each litaral will be set to either"0, 1" or to "l, 0" respectively.
Writing Data with Don't Cares
The case where some of the literal bits are to be treated as don't cares is only slightly more complicated. First of all, we need to set all the literals that arc to be"don't cares" to "1" and complete the first two memory write cycles as discussed previously. Then for a third memory write cycle, set the literals which are to be "don't cares" to "0" and perform the first write cycle again. This is shown in Figure 8 . What happens is that at the end of the first two cycles the "true, complement" bits for these don't care literals will be set to "0, 1". Then when the third memory cycle comes along a "0" value is written into the "complement"bit, thus giving a final pattern of"0, 0". This is exactly the value need for a don't care literal. No matter what the value of the literal, neither of the two RAM bits will ever cause the column bit line to be pulled to "0". For a product term with no dofft care bits, there are exactly 32 "0" bits and 32 "1" bits in a column -and since each write cycle will each write exactly 32 "0" or 'T' bits, that is why two write cycles is sufficient for this case. However when a product term has some don't care bits, there will be more than 32"0" bits in a column-mad thus a third write cycle is required since the third cycle must overwrite some of the'T' bits written in the first two cycles.
So we have achieved the goal of having a fast and flexible method for writing a single word of DATA (i.e. a single 64-bit product terra) in the CAM mode of the ESB. In the case where there are no don't care bits, the write can be completed in two memory cycles with only a very minimal state machine implemented in logic outside of the ESB to control the DI0, InvD and WE signals.
No logic is required on the signals representing the 32-bit word that is being written into the CAM. And finally the correct bits will always automatically be written independently of the way in which the 32-bit data word has been routed into the ESB. In other words, reordering the bits in the 32 bit data word will have no effect on the logic needed to implement the CAM write since the same ordering will apply to both the CAM read and write mode.
In the case where there are some don't care bits that need to be written into the CAM, it will take slightly more external logic in the state machine since there are three memory write cycles per CAM write instead of two. There will also need to be some logic on whichever data bits could potantially be a don't caxe bit so that the proper values can be set on those bits during the 3 write cycles. The exact set of don't care bits for each word that is written can be determined independently at run time, but one extra 4-LUT logic cell will be needed on each bit that can potentially be a don't care bit.
Note that if less than 32 bits are desired, it is not necessary to consider the extra unused bits as don't care bits-instead they caa just always be set to "0" at all times and they will then have no effect.
Handling Multiple Simultaneous Matches
In terms of the CAM mode outputs, we noted that there is a 5 bit encoded output plus a match flag. These are appropriate and useful only if the logic designer knows that there will never be a multiple match situation during the CAM operation. If either the same value is written into two or more addresses, or if the don~ care bRs for two words allowed some value to match both words, then two or more product terms can potentially go to a"l" state at the same time. The resulting encoded output will in this case be the "OR" of the two correct addresses -obviously an incorrect alLswer.
If the logic designer needs to handle this multiple match case, then the encoded outputs should be turned off and instead the individual product terms should be output thru the product term macrocell mode to let external logic handle the multiple match case.
With the encoded outputs turned off, the normal MAX7000-1ike macrocell logic can be used in the ESB. One problem with this approach is that there are only 16 macrocell outputs available per ESB, but there are 32 product terms in an ESB. One solution to this problem is to use only 16 of the 32 product terms, i.e. use only half of the ESB capability. The other solution would use up 1 of the 32 input bits and require that two memory read cycles are used to get all 32 product term values out of the ESB. This is done by programming, say, the even product terms so that if this 32nd input is a"l', they will be recognized, and program the odd product terms so that they are recognized when this 32nd input is a"0". Thus, by toggling this 32nd input between two read cycles, all 32 product terms can be read out and stored in 32 extemal flip-flops where the required multiple match logic can then be performed. So basically, if the user requires multiple match capability, the choice is to either use half the product terms at full speed, or use all the product terms at half speed.
PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
In Figures 1 through 6 we have shown the major architectural features of the APEX E ESB block. What are not shown are many of the important details. For example, in most cases, the RAM and/or CAM ESB has been treated as if it was an asynchronous device. In actuality, we expect most applications will probably use the ESB in a synchronous manner. For example, in the ESB all of the read and write addresses, the data to be written and the various control signals can all be synchronously registered to one or another of the two docks available per ESB, or they can be asynchronous. We expect the synchronous mode to be used more often because the timing requirements are much easier for the synchronous design. In addition the synchronous design technique is ideal for pipelined designs.
An example of another detail left out is that various muxes have been eliminated for clarity. These muxes will typically choose between using one or another signal depending on the ESB mode chosen. For example, if you ex~anine Figures 2, 3, 5 and 6 you would see that we need at least the following muxes which have not been shown in any Figure; * On the 64 "row read" and "row write" lines a 2-to-1 mux is required to choose between the signals generated by the "Row Decode and Write Logic" (Figure 2 ) and the product term/CAM rod/write row logic (Figures 3, 5 and 6 ).
• In the vicinity of the 16 ESB outputs some 2-to-1 and 34o-1 muxes would be needed for each output to Other output the RAM data read (Figure 2 ), the macrocell logic (Figure 3 ) or the encoded CAM outputs (Figures 5 & 6 ). In this case, only 6 outputs need a 3-to-1 mux, the other 10 just need a 2-to-I mux.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have described a novel method for re-using memory blocks in a programmable logic device to implement either content-addressable memories or product term logic. Our ideas have been impleanented in the embedded system block of the APEX E family of programmable logic devices from Altera.
With product term support we are able to better utilize die area by trading off the logic and memory requirements specific to individual designs, and can accommodate wide-input functions more suitable to product term implementation than they would be in a lookup table. With CAM support, we can more efficiently implement specialized forms of memory, which would otherwise be difficult to achieve.
